THANK YOU
We would like to thank our sponsors for their kind support.

Platinum Sponsor
VISION

Golden Sponsor
TELEDYNE

Silver Sponsor
SENSOR TO IMAGE

Bronze Sponsor
SMART VISION LIGHTS

Welcome Drink Sponsor
BIRGER ENGINEERING

Lanyard Sponsor
ZEBRA

B2B Meeting Sessions Sponsor
THEIA TECHNOLOGIES

Friday Evening Event
The Guadalía Palace House (1880) is a true work of art, a reference in the Sevillian style and foregoing is studied in universities. Built in the middle of Sevillian romanticism movement it was a revolution because besides being the most complete private works of Sevillian eclecticism of the nineteenth century, it was anticipated with elements that would be the basis of Sevillian regionalist architecture; a movement that would have its splendour 50 years later with the Expo of 29. After a 10-min bus transfer and 5-min walk we will arrive at this year’s Conference Dinner venue. The dress code is ‘business casual’.

Saturday Networking Tour
This year’s Saturday Networking Tour will take us to the historic city of Seville, the capital of the Spanish region and province of Andalusia. With about 700,000 inhabitants, Seville is the fourth largest city in Spain, and it has the largest historic center of Europe. Before starting our guided tour, a typical Andalusian style lunch in one of the traditional tapas bars of Seville provides the opportunity to continue the personal exchange and networking. Then two mayor attractions of Seville are awaiting us:

EMVA Business Conference 2023
21st European Machine Vision Business Conference
May 4th - May 6th, 2023
Seville, Spain
International platform for networking and business intelligence. Where machine vision business leaders meet.
www.business-conference-emva.org
www.emva.org

What are the aims of the conference?
The conference unites business leaders and technical experts within the machine vision industry from Europe and around the world to present and discuss the trends and challenges of our business. It provides a unique platform in Europe for networking, establishing contacts and exchanging ideas. The annual EMVA Business Conference sets the course for developing and strengthening the Vision Tech industry in Europe.

Who should attend?
Professionals, executives, experts and analysts of the machine vision industry. Meet CEOs, managing directors, corporate strategists, marketing directors, technical managers and other executives of our business to exchange market intelligence and news of innovative technologies.

About EMVA
Founded in May 2003 in Barcelona, the European Machine Vision Association is an industry-driven networking framework, providing a constant source of exchange, information and inspiration. At present 150+ members - companies, national machine vision associations and scientific organizations – represent more than 20 countries. All EMVA activities and projects aim at boosting the development of the machine vision industry in a bigger, united Europe: statistics and market data, standardization, trade fairs, international marketing, public relations, research and networking events.

Follow us on:

Engage yourself with our conference #EMVConf

WWWBUSINESSCONFERENCEEMVA.ORG
THURSDAY, MAY 4th, 2023

15:00 – 16:30 ENVA General Assembly
Convention Center | room ’Sevilla 3’
16:30 – 17:30 Coffee Break
17:30 – 18:30 Member Pitch Presentations
Convention Center | room ’Sevilla 3’
19:15 – 22:30 Get-together / Welcome drink
Pura Vida Terraza Sevilla

FRIDAY, MAY 5th, 2023 (CONTINUED)

11:30 – 12:00 3D Stacked Technologies applied to Custom CMOS Image Sensors - A very solid reason to invest in differentiation
Rafael Romay-i-Suárez | Teledyne
12:00 – 12:30 Young Professional Award
Presentation of the awarded work
12:30 – 14:00 Lunch Break
14:00 – 14:30 Vision Tech in an Automation / Sensor Portfolio
Michael Paintner | Ifm electronic
14:30 – 15:00 How to feed any AI giant with synthetic data only
Anna Dr. Lukanstein-Herzig | nyrti GmbH
15:00 – 15:40 Coffee Break
15:40 – 16:10 Reflections on the Last Two Decades of Machine Vision: The Evolution of a Strategic Sector
DIetmar Ley | Basler AG
16:10 – 16:50 Machine Vision 2040:
Will all the challenges be solved?
Panellist:
Petra Thanner | AIT
Nuria Carrillo López | Continental Automotive
Dr. Martin Kleneke | Teledyne
Benjamin Coquelin | Tima Group
19:00 – 23:00 Friday Evening Dinner
Casa Palacio Guarnola

SATURDAY, MAY 6th, 2023

08:45 – 08:50 Opening
08:50 – 09:20 Spectral Imaging in Agrifood Applications
Benedikt Fischer | Fraunhofer IOSB
09:20 – 09:50 Thinking Differently:
Solving Applications with Event Based Cameras
Alihzar Manakov | Image Technologies GmbH
09:50 – 10:20 Open Source in Machine Vision
Anna Petrovičevich | OpenCV
10:20 – 10:50 Coffee Break
10:50 – 11:20 Virtual Inspection Planning:
Ready for AI, Ready for Digitalization
Petra Gospodnetic | Fraunhofer IFW - Institute for Industrial Mathematics
11:20 – 12:20 Finding Talent in a Tough Employment Market
Nigel Jeremy | Collier Jeremy Ltd
12:20 – 12:40 Conference Wrap-Up / End of conference
13:15 – 18:20 Saturday Networking Tour

WELCOME TO SEVILLE

Saturday Networking Tour (CONTINUED)
The cathedral of Seville, officially named “Cathedral of Santa María de la Sede”, is the largest church in the world, after St. Peter’s Basilica in Rome and St. Paul’s Cathedral in London. And of course, being in Seville it is a must to visit the famous Real Alcázar of Seville, which is the Royal Palace of Seville. The name ‘Alcázar’ means castle in Spanish and is derived from the Arabic word al-qasr (fortress or palace). The complex of palaces is in the Mudéjar style, which is an architectural style with many influences from Moorish and Christian culture. It is probably the oldest palace still in use in Europe: when King Felipe V visits Seville, this UNESCO-listed palace is still his residence.

‘Tour of Perfumes’ for Accompanying Persons
Friday morning at 10 am the guide picks up the group in the hotel lobby and after the short transfer to the city center the 2 hours ‘Tour de Perfumes’ walk starts. Discover the history of Seville in a unique way through the smells where you can live the olfactory experience of the different perfumes that have lived in this city. Our official guides will visit the most important places of the city, explaining the historical past and making the olfactory tasting.

BARCELÓ SEVILLA RENACIMIENTO
The Barceló Sevilla Renacimiento**** is well-known in the city for its architecture and design that evokes the Cuggenheim Museum in New York, capturing the interest of the visitor at first sight. Located on the banks of the Guadalquivir River, a short walk from the Alameda de Hércules, famous for its bars and restaurants, and just a few minutes from all the historic sites of interest. The high-speed train station (AVE) is just 2.5km away and the San Pablo airport is 10km away.